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Thanks to the recent careful revisit of the theoretical prediction of the Bc meson lifetime, the
conservative upper bound on the branching ratio (BR) of τν mode is found to be ≃63% due to the large
charm quark mass uncertainty. Although it is well known that a charged Higgs (H−) interpretation of the
RDð�Þ anomaly is excluded by the previously proposed bounds, BRðBc → τνÞ ≤ 30% and ≤ 10%, H− can
still explain the anomaly within 1σ if we adopt the 63% one. The scalar contribution is also favored by the
polarization data FD�

L measured at the Belle. Since the implied NP scale is within the reach of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), collider searches are powerful tools to test the scenario. For instance, the τν
resonance search has already put the more stringent bound for mH− ≥ 400 GeV. In this work we revisit the
further lighter mass range, 180 GeV ≤ mH− ≤ 400 GeV which has not been covered yet. We will see that a
combination of the conventional stau search and low mass flavor inclusive and bottom flavored dijet
resonance searches can place a new limit on the interpretation. We summarize the current status of the low
mass region and discuss the future sensitivity in the high luminosity (HL)-LHC based on the existent
collider constraints.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lepton flavor universality (LFU) is one of the most
important predictions within the standard model (SM) and
thus if the violation is observed, it immediately implies the
existence of the physics beyond the SM. The RDð�Þ

discrepancy reported by B-factories [1–8], where
RDð�Þ ¼ BRðB̄ → Dð�Þτν̄Þ=BRðB̄ → Dð�Þlν̄Þ, with l ¼ μ
for LHCb and an average of e and μ for BABAR and
Belle is defined, suggests violation of the LFU between τ
and light leptons. The current significance of the deviation
is about 3–4σ [9,10] and it would be natural to think the
extension of Higgs sector of the SM since we have the mass
hierarchy in leptons. A generic two Higgs doublet model
(G2HDM) where an additional Higgs doublet with cou-
plings to all fermions is added is one of the simplest
extensions of the SM which often appears in a UV theory,
e.g., a left-right symmetric model [11,12]. In the G2HDM
there are 4 additional degrees of freedom, a CP even scalar
(H), a CP odd scalar (A), and charged scalars (H�Þ. Such

an extension, however, can be dangerous since the addi-
tional scalars have flavor violating interactions even at tree
level in general, the model had been attracting attentions in
light of the discrepancy [13–25] since H− can contribute to
B̄ → Dð�Þτν process. The charged Higgs effect can be
generally encoded in the low-energy effective Hamiltonian,

Heff ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
GFVcb½ðc̄γμPLbÞðτ̄γμPLντÞ

þCSRðc̄PRbÞðτ̄PLντÞþCSLðc̄PLbÞðτ̄PLντÞ�; ð1:1Þ

with PL=R ¼ ð1 ∓ γ5Þ=2. In this paper, right-handed neu-
trinos are not considered.1 Here, the Wilson coefficients
(WCs) are normalized by the SM contribution as,
Heff ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFVcbðc̄γμPLbÞðτ̄γμPLντÞ, corresponding to

CSL;R ¼ 0. Note that the SM contribution is suppressed
by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
element Vcb, where Vcb ¼ 0.042 is fixed throughout this
paper corresponding to the inclusive Vcb [26].
It is well known that the Bc meson lifetime constrains

the H− interpretation. Within the SM the branching ratio of
the Bc → lν decay, which is described by the same
Hamiltonian contributing to B̄ → Dð�Þlν̄ is suppressed by
the final lepton mass to flip the chirality. On the other hand,
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the contributions with scalar operators are not suppressed
and easily enhance the decay branching ratio of Bc → τν
when one want to enhance BRðB̄ → Dð�Þτν̄Þ.
In 2016, Ref. [27] derived BRðBc → τνÞ ≤ 30% based

on the Bc lifetime [28] and BRðBc → τνÞ ≤ 10% based on
the LEP data is suggested in 2017 [29]. However, the
underestimation of the charm mass uncertainty and the
scale dependence of the b → Bc fragmentation function
are pointed out and the conservative bound is estimated to
be BRðBc → τνÞ ≲ 60% [30]. The recent careful revisit
gives the more conservative bound of BRðBc → τνÞ≲
63% [31].
According to the relaxed constraint from Bc → τν and

the previous experimental result from the Belle experiment
in 2019 [32] which favors the more SM like RDð�Þ with
reduced uncertainties, the scalar interpretation has silently
revived. It is noted that the scalar contribution is also
favored by the D� polarization, FD�

L reported by Belle [33]
which is observed to be slightly larger than the SM
prediction. Future data may prefer the more SM like
RDð�Þ with reduced uncertainty, and hence it is always
important to clarify the range of the possible enhancement
in each model.
Since the implied NP scale is within the reach of the

LHC, it is interesting to study the LHC sensitivity for the
scenarios. Reference [34] used the existent CMS result with
36 fb−1 of the data at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV, which searches for the
high mass τν resonance motivated by W0 in a sequential
standard model [35] to constrain the H− explanation. The
experimental upper limit on signal events number is
available for mW0 ≥ 400 GeV. It has resulted in the exclu-
sion of the 1σ interpretation at the time formH− ≥ 400 GeV
through pp → bc → τν process. The data for mH− ≤
400 GeV is not available in Ref. [35] since the lighter
resonance search is suffered from the huge SM background
(BG) from W boson and the original motivation is to push
up the lower limit for heavy W0. Although the result atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV was also available from mW0 ≥ 300 GeV
[36], its constraint was not studied well since the primary
goal of the paper was to set the stringent bound for heavy
scenarios [34].
In this work we revisit the low mass H− interpretation

with available collider constraints. We will see that a
combination of the low mass flavor inclusive and bottom
flavored dijet resonance searches [37–39] and conventional
stau search [40] allows us to probe the wide range of the
remaining parameters of a low mass H− scenario.
This paper is organized as follows. A model setup and

the current status of the H− interpretation of the RDð�Þ

anomaly are explained in Sec. II. There we also discuss the
collider constraint and impact on the H− interpretation.
Section III is devoted to conclusions and discussion. The
main text is supported by the appendix discussing box
induced H− contribution to B meson mixings and provid-
ing additional figures.

II. CURRENT STATUS OF THE H −
INTERPRETATION

In this section, we introduce the simplified model of a
charged Higgs based on a general two Higgs doublet model
[20] and discuss the current status of the H− interpretation
of the anomaly.

A. Current status of the scalar operator

Before discussing the model dependent constraint, let us
summarize the model independent status of the scalar
interpretation of the anomaly based on the weak effective
field theory. It is known that the right handed quark scalar
current cannot explain the anomaly, we will focus on the
case where CSL ≠ 0. Assuming the real WC scalar operator
cannot explain the discrepancy, however, complex WC
which corresponds to complex Yukawa couplings can
enhance RDð�Þ and provide a good fit [20,41].
As for the numerical descriptions of RD, RD� , FD�

L ,
BRðBc → τνÞ we follow [30],

RD ≃ RSM
D ð1þ 1.54Re½CSL � þ 1.09jCSL j2Þ; ð2:1Þ

RD� ≃ RSM
D� ð1 − 0.13Re½CSL � þ 0.05jCSL j2Þ; ð2:2Þ

FD�
L ≃ ð0.46−0.13Re½CSL �þ0.05jCSL j2Þ=

ð1−0.13Re½CSL �þ0.05jCSL j2Þ; ð2:3Þ

BRðBc → τνÞ ≃ 0.02j1 − 4.3CSL j2: ð2:4Þ

Here the WC is defined at mb ¼ 4.2 GeV. Similar numeri-
cal formulas can be found in Ref. [41].
Figure 1 shows the current status of the scalar contri-

bution. The experimental result is shown in red ellipsis. The
SM prediction denoted in a yellow star is taken from the
HFLAV2021 [9]. Varying CSL in the complex plane
uniquely gives the prediction on the plane. The gray shaded
region is out of the prediction with CSL and blue and

magenta lines show the prediction for FDð�Þ
L and

BRðBc → τνÞ. If we adopt the BRðBc → τνÞ ≤ 63%
bound, the region above the magenta solid line is excluded.
In that case the scalar operator can still explain the anomaly
within 1σ and also enhances FDð�Þ

L up to 0.54 which comes
closer to the experimental value FDð�Þ

L ¼ 0.60� 0.09 [33].
It is worth noting that only scalar contributions can
enhance FDð�Þ

L .

B. Model and mass range

The interaction Lagrangian of the heavy scalars relevant
to RDð�Þ in the Higgs basis is given as
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Lint ¼ þyQu

H þ iAffiffiffi
2

p ðt̄PRcÞ þ yQd

H − iAffiffiffi
2

p ðs̄PRbÞ

þ yτ
H − iAffiffiffi

2
p ðτ̄PRτÞ þ yQu

H−ðb̄PRcÞ

− yQd
H−ðb̄PLcÞ − yτH−ðτ̄PLντÞ þ H:c:; ð2:5Þ

where the neutral scalar interaction and the charged scalar
interaction are related by the SUð2ÞL rotation. Those
Yukawa couplings are complex in general and provide
complex WC in that case which is beyond the scope of the
study performed in the literature [30]. Here the CKM
suppressed terms such as yQb

H−iAffiffi
2

p ðb̄PRbÞ are considered

since it cannot provide the large contribution and suffers
from the direct search via bb̄ → ττ̄ at the LHC [42].
The alignment limit is taken and the SMHiggs couplings

are the same as the original one. With this coupling
normalization CSL ¼ y�Qu

yτ=m2
H=ð2

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFVcbÞ holds for

instance. It is noted that an upper bound on the mass is
set by utilizing the τν resonance search result by the CMS
[35] with 36 fb−1. They report the upper limit on cross
section (Xs) times BR for mW0 ≥ 400 GeV. Reinterpreting
the bound based on the fast collider simulation excludes the
interpretation at that time for mH− ≥ 400 GeV [34]. It is
worth noting that the ATLAS with the Run 2 full data did
not find a significant excess [43]. Hence it results in more
stringent bound but they report the bound only for
mW0 ≥ 500 GeV. The Run 1 result is also available from
mW0 ¼ 300 GeV, however, the constraint is weaker when
one compares at mW0 ¼ 400 GeV [36].
Besides, the lower bound on the charged Higgs mass

mH− ≥ 80 GeV is set by LEP experiment via the

electroweak (EW) production pp → γ; Z → H−Hþ which
is followed byH− → τν̄ [44]. An EW precision observable,
T parameter constrains the mass difference jmH −mH− j
and/or jmA −mH− j [26]. Therefore we assume the mass
degeneracy among heavy scalars mH ¼ mA ¼ mH− for
simplicity. In that case there could be constraints from
the exotic top quark decay t → cϕ, where ϕ is H and A
induced by yQu

defined in Eq. (2.5) if the mass scale of the
heavy scalar is sufficiently light. Therefore we focus on the
mass window

180 GeV ≤ mH− ≤ 400 GeV; ð2:6Þ

which is currently not excluded by collider and flavor
constraints.

C. Flavor constraint

Here we discuss the flavor constraints on the relevant
Yukawa couplings. In order to explain the RDð�Þ anomaly
the product y�Qu

× yτ and/or y�Qd
× yτ need to be sizable.

However, the quark Yukawa term of yQd
H−ðc̄PRbÞ is

stringently constrained by the neutral scalars mediated
Bs–B̄s mixing [45]. As a result, CSR needs to be tiny
and decouples from our discussion. Therefore we set yQd

¼
0 and denote yQu

as yQ for simplicity. On the other hand the
interaction of yQH−ðc̄PLbÞ is less constrained since the
SUð2ÞL rotation leads to the interaction of yQϕðc̄PLtÞ
which does not generate flavor violation among down
quarks at tree level. As a consequence, there are three
relevant model parameters, yQ, yτ, andmH, and the relation
CSL ¼ yτy�Q=m

2
H=ð2

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFVcbÞ holds at the heavy scalar

scale.2 This situation corresponds to Fig. 1.
In addition to Bc → τν, 1-loop H− induced flavor

processes e.g., B mixings (box), b → sγ (penguin), ϵK
(penguin) and b → sll̄ are discussed in previous works
[20,21,46]. Among them, B meson mixings give the most
stringent constraint on yQ. We adopt the constraint from
Ref. [47]. The relevant expression of theH− contribution is
given in Appendix A. On the other hand the constraint on
yτ via the vertex correction to the Zττ̄ interaction is very
weak and neglected [48]. Besides 1-loop induced contri-
bution to g − 2 of τ is also small because of the absence of
chirality enhancement which is often discussed in light of
the muon g − 2 anomaly, see Ref. [49] for instance.
Furthermore the purely leptonic decay of the tau lepton
does not change unless an additional Yukawa coupling to
light lepton is considered which is not helpful for the RDð�Þ

FIG. 1. The current status of the scalar interpretation of the
RDð�Þ anomaly. The world average of the data at 1, 2, and 3σ are
shown by the red solid, dashed, and dotted ellipsis. Horizontal
blue lines show the correlation with FD�

L . Horizontal magenta
solid (dashed) line corresponds to BRðBc → τνÞ ¼ 63ð30Þ%.
The SM prediction is shown in a yellow star taken from the
HFLAV2021. Gray shaded region is out of the model prediction.

2We can discuss the other couplings like ytϕðt̄PRtÞ, however,
its contribution to CSL is small and pp → gg → ϕ → ττ̄ at the
LHC constrains the size of yt stringently. Consequently, it is not
easy to drastically dilute the signal BR discussed bellow. See
review paper [20] and references therein for more quantitative
discussion.
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discrepancy. It is noted that the complex Yukawa couplings,
yQ and yτ do not induce contributions to the electron EDM
even at two loop order in the alignment limit.

D. Collider constraint on the low mass scenario

As mentioned above the orthodox τν search constraint is
not available in the full mass range of our interest. In the
presence of nonzero yQ and yτ, the charged scalar can
decay into τν and bc while the neutral heavy scalars can
decay into tc and ττ̄. The decay width of the τν mode and
bc mode are expressed as

ΓðH− → τν̄Þ ¼ jyτj2
16π

mH;

ΓðH− → bc̄Þ ¼ 3jyQj2
16π

mH; ð2:7Þ

where fermion masses in the final state are neglected.
It is noted that the bc mode has a color factor. The
BRðH− → τν̄Þ and width to mass ratio on the yQ versus
yτ plane are shown in Fig. 5 of the Appendix B. Since the
H− width is smaller than 10% of the mass in our case, the
narrow width approximation is assumed. Although yQ can
generate the same sign top signature mediated by neutral
scalars, the mass degeneracy can suppress the amplitude
[21]. The mass degeneracy among heavy scalars is favored
by T parameter, and thus the same sign top signature could
not be a smoking gun signal of the model.
Single charged Higgs can be generated in a bc fusion and

a pair of charged Higgs are produced via the EW produc-
tion and t-channel b (c) quark exchange processes shown in
Fig. 2. We derive the collider constraint from low mass
bottom flavored dijet search at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 [38], flavor inclu-
sive dijet search at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV [37], low mass bottom
flavored dijet with a high pT photon search [39] and stau
search [40] with full run II data. There are, however, many
other results on dijet resonances they are less stringent,
looking for heavier particles and/or presenting the result in
specific coupling planes [50–60].
The 8 TeV bottom resonance result with 20 fb−1 of the

data is available for the resonance mass heavier than
325 GeV and flavor blind result at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV with
36 fb−1 of the data can constrain up to 300 GeV. The
13 TeV bottom resonance with the photon result is available
to put a bound for 225 GeV ≤ mH−.

Although they originally search for a bottom flavored
dijet resonance, the mistag rate =c → b (ϵc→b) is not small
and hence their result can be used to constrain the bc
resonance. To keep the signal event number and reject the
huge amount of QCD originated BG, Ref. [38] required 2
bottom flavored jets, one passing the “tight” selection and
another passing the “medium” selection. The b-tagging
efficiency of the “tight” working point ϵb→b is 50% and
QCD jet mistag rate ϵj→b is 0.1%. On the other hand the
efficiency of the “medium” working point ϵb→b is 70% and
the QCD jet mistag rate ϵj→b is 1 ∼ 2%. The corresponding
c → b mistag rates, however, are not explicitly written in
Ref. [38], we can read them from Fig. 6 of Ref. [61],
leading to ϵc→b ≃ 4% for the “tight” and ϵc→b ≃ 19% for
the “medium” working points for Run 1, respectively.3 The
c → b mistag rates in the low mass bottom flavored dijet
with an additional high pT photon search is explicitly
written in Ref. [39]. The working point of ϵb→b ≃ 77% and
ϵc→b ≃ 25% was applied for both b jets tagging.
Based on those considerations, relaxing the upper

limit on Xs × BR in bottom flavored dijet search of
Ref. [38] and Ref. [39] by a factor of 2.8 and 3.1
approximately provides the bound on the bc resonance.
We calculate the production cross section allowing up to 2
jets using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [62] using NNPDF2.3 [63] in
the five flavor scheme. Although the Xs with an additional
photon is calculated at the LO, H− can also emit the
energetic photon and the possible effect of difference
kinematic distributions which results in the different
acceptance is corrected based on the rapidity cut in
Ref. [39]. The resultant constraint with the bc resonance
is shown on the mH versus yQ plane, Fig. 3. The cyan, blue
region and purple regions are excluded at 95% CL by the
bottom flavored dijet search at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV, flavor inclu-
sive dijet resonance search at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV and low mass
bottom flavored dijet with a high pT photon search. Since
the mediator spin dependence in the upper limit on Xs ×
BR is small [38], we can directly use the given bounds on
vector resonance in Refs. [37,39].4 In this figure other
couplings are set to be zero for simplicity. The constraint
from B meson mixings is overlaid in green. Currently the B
meson mixings constraint is stronger than bc resonance
ones for mH ≤ 325 GeV while Run 1 data gives a stringent
upper limit for mH ≥ 325 GeV.
The future prospect of the sensitivity is calculated by

assuming the significance grows as S ∝
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
based on the

observed constraints for Run 2 since those experimental

FIG. 2. The representative diagrams for the single and pair
production of charged Higgs are shown. There is also a t-channel
diagram where c and b are exchanged in the right panel.

3Rigorously speaking, the determination of the tagging effi-
ciency is performed based on different processes from the
processes of our interest. The estimation of the correction factor
to account for the event differences calls the detailed experi-
mental analysis and is beyond the scope of the paper. Therefore
the effect is neglected.

4The situation is different in a τν resonance since the chirality
of τ affects the distribution of the hadronic object from τ decays.
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results are consistent with their expectations within 1σ. The
difference between

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV and
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV is
neglected. The dashed, dotted-dashed, dotted lines corre-
spond to the sensitivity with the integrated luminosity of
139 fb−1, 5005 fb−1 and 3ab−1, respectively. It is noted that
the constraint and sensitivity do not rely on the mass
difference between heavy neutral scalars. The HL-LHC is
sensitive to yQ ∼ 0.2 for mH ¼ 180 GeV and yQ ∼ 0.4
for mH ¼ 300 GeV.
The left handed stau has the same quantum number as

that of a charged scalar and a pair of the tauonically
decaying scalars contributes to the same signal for mχ̃0 ¼ 0

where χ̃0 is a neutralino. As mentioned above in addition to
the EW production, a pair of charged Higgs is produced via
t-channel topology as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.
The latter production cross section is proportional to y4Q but
the former one is independent of the Yukawa couplings.
Although the initial quark species in t-channel processes
are charm and bottom, we see that the Yukawa induced
cross section could be comparable when yQ is of Oð1Þ. As
an illustration, we show the t-channel induced production
cross section by fixing yQ ¼ 1 in dashed blue. For the
comparison the upper limit on Xs × BR2 [40] is shown in a
red solid line.
If BRðH− → τν̄Þ is close to one, the stau bound excludes

up to mH ≃ 340 GeV. However, nonzero yQ reduces
BRðH− → τν̄Þ2 rapidly with the help of the color factor
in the bc decay mode. It also contributes to the production
cross section, though. For mH > 340 GeV, the EW pro-
duction channel satisfies the current experimental con-
straint even if BRðH− → τν̄Þ ≃ 1 holds. In this case the

parameter set of jyQj ≪ 1 and jyτj ≃ 1 is still allowed. We
will discuss it more quantitatively in the next section.

E. Current status of the low mass H − interpretation

Based on those results we discuss the current status of
the charged scalar interpretation of the RDð�Þ anomaly in the
light mass window. Depending on the heavy scalar masses
different constraints are relevant and thus we show the
result in 10 mass points, mH ¼ 180, 200, 225, 250, 275,
300, 325, 350, 375, 400 GeVas a demonstration. The RDð�Þ

favored region and various constraints in the yQ versus yτ
plane are shown by fixing the mass in Fig. 4. The value of
the fixed mass is shown in upper right of each figure. The B
meson mixing constraints and collider constraints do not
depend on the imaginary phase of the Yukawa couplings.
On the other hand the phase affects the favored range of the
Yukawa coupling for the RDð�Þ anomaly and constraint from
Bc → τν. We will discuss them bellow. We assign the
number on the each constraint based on Table I because that
a number of the constraints and prospects is large and figure
looks busy when we describe them all on the plot.
When we calculate CSL at the mb scale, the renormal-

ization group running corrections are taken into account
[64–67], which was not considered in Ref. [21]. This
correction is found to be important to judge the availability
since the correction amplifies the scalar contribution at mb.
For instance the relation, CSLðmbÞ ≃ 1.6CSLðmHÞ holds
when mH ¼ 300 GeV is assumed. The range of the
required absolute value of CSL at the mb scale is [0.84,
1.36] for 1σ and [0.58, 1.45] for 2σ.
The bands for RDð�Þ favored coupling products are

calculated by fitting the phase to minimize χ26 and shown

FIG. 3. The bc resonance constraints and B meson mixings constraint are shown in the mass versus yQ plane on the left. Cyan, blue,
and purple shaded regions are excluded by bc resonance based on the dibottom flavored and flavor inclusive jet resonance search atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV and 13 TeV and the dibottom resonance with a high pT photon search at 13 TeV, respectively. The B meson mixings
constraint is expressed in green. In the right panel the production cross section of the EW pair production and yQ induced t-channel
production processes are expressed in orange and blue dashed lines. yQ ¼ 1 is fixed for the blue line and the upper limit on
Xs × BRðH− → τν̄Þ2 is also shown in red as a comparison.

5The value approximately corresponds to the accumulated
luminosity at the end of the Run 3 operation. 6Only RD and RD� are considered in calculating χ2.
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FIG. 4. Flavor and collider constraints on the coupling plane. The mass fixed in each plane is shown in upper right. The circled
numbers express the relevant observables and processes defined in Table I. Solid lines show the current constraint while dashed, dotted-
dashed, dotted lines correspond to the projected sensitivity with 139 fb−1, 500 fb−1, 3 ab−1. Figures with mH ¼ 200, 250, 350, and
375 GeV are put in Appendix B because of the space.
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in green (1σ) and yellow (2σ). The upper limit on the
coupling product from BRðBc → τνÞ ≤ 63% shown in pink
is obtained so that χ2 is minimized with respecting the
bound. The light green region is constrained by B meson
mixings. The constraint from the current stau search is
shown in red with the corresponding prospect with 500,
3000 fb−1 of the data. Cyan, blue, and purple shaded
regions are excluded by dijet searches and the same
coloring scheme is used as in Fig. 3 (left). The constraints
from τν resonance search based on 20 fb−1 of the data at
Run 1 and 36 fb−1 of the data at Run 2 are shown in orange
and gray, respectively. The HL-LHC prospect is calculated
assuming 139, 500, 3000 fb−1 of the data and shown in
dashed, dotted-dashed, dotted lines.7

As is shown in Fig. 1 the Bc → τν constraint cannot
exclude all of the 1σ explanations and it is observed that
various constraints are very complementary, see Fig. 4.
Depending on to which coupling they are sensitive various
constraints are roughly categorized into three:
(1) Observable sensitive to yQ, e.g., ΔMBs

and bc
resonance.

(2) One sensitive to the coupling product yQ × yτ, e.g.,
RDð�Þ , Bc → τν and τν resonance.

(3) The search sensitive to the balance of yQ and yτ, e.g.,
stau search.

The observables in the category 1 probe the scenario from
right to left on the plane and the one in the category 2 tests
from upper right to the origin. Although the stau search

which belongs to the category 3 probes the parameters region
with yτ ≫ yQ, it also depends on the mass assumption.
For the mH ¼ 180 GeV case (upper left), the stau

constraint excludes the large yτ scenario since the EW
production Xs is larger than the current experimental
bound. However, once yQ is getting larger, the constraint
gets weaker. The larger yQ region is excluded by the flavor
inclusive low mass resonance search. As a result we
observe that there is the available range of yQ which is
not accessible information only with Bc → τν. The HL-
LHC sensitivity shown in dashed, dotted-dashed, dotted
lines shows that the wide range of the parameter space can
be probed. However, it is not possible to test the all
parameter space even at the end of the HL-LHC. The
result for mH ¼ 225 GeV (upper right) and mH ¼
275 GeV (middle left) scenarios are similar to the mH ¼
180 GeV one but current dijet constraint is less stringent
and B meson mixing gives the upper bound on yQ.
However, the future data can probe the wide range of
the parameter space. Since τν resonance searches are not
available for mH ≤ 300 GeV, not all of the currently
favored region can be covered.
On the other hand, once the τν resonance result becomes

available the situation changes. The combination with the
current stau bound can constrain the solution with yτ ≥ yQ
when mH ¼ 300 GeV is taken and the projected sensitivity
at the HL-LHC will greatly cover the 1σ range (middle
right). As for the mH ¼ 325 GeV case (lower left), the
bottom flavored dijet search at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV is stringent
and already covers most of the solution with yτ ≤ yQ.
However, the parameter still exists in yτ ≥ yQ, it will be
probed in near future by the stau search. τν resonance
searches are found to be powerful for mH ¼ 400 GeV
(lower right) and combining dijet search allows us to
exclude the 1σ solution. Furthermore 2σ solutions will
be also probed with the HL-LHC data. Therefore by
combining various constraints we can cover the vast
interesting parameter region and lowering the threshold
for τν resonance searches is highly desired to probe all of
parameter space in the light mass window.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results from B-factories have indicated
a discrepancy between the measurement and the SM
predictions in RDð�Þ . It has been known that Bc → τν
stringently constrains the charged scalar interpretation of
the anomaly, however, the recent reevaluation showed that
the current conservative bound is BRðBc → τνÞ ≤ 63%
mainly due to the large charm mass uncertainty. We pointed
out that it is still possible to explain the 1σ region within a
G2HDM if we apply this bound. Furthermore the scalar
contribution can enhance FD�

L . In order to generate large
deviations, the charged Higgs mass needs to be less than
O(1) TeV even is its Yukawa couplings are of Oð1Þ.

TABLE I. The list of the relevant constraint, relevant couplings
and mass range, number in the figure and corresponding colors
are summarized. The current LHC bound is expressed in solid
line and future prospect with 139 fb−1, 500 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 of
the data is shown in dashed, dotted-dashed, dotted lines in the
same color.

Process Couplings Mass range Number, color Ref.

RDð�Þ yQ × yτ All ①, green, (1σ) and
yellow (2σ)

[9]

Bc → τν yQ × yτ All ②, light pink [31]
B meson
mixings

yQ All ③, light green [47]

Stau search yτ (yQÞ All ④, red [40]
2b yQ (yτ) mH ≥ 325 GeV ⑤, cyan [38]
2j yQ (yτ) mH ≤ 300 GeV ⑥, blue [37]
2bþ γ yQ (yτ) mH ≥ 225 GeV ⑦, purple [39]
τν (Run 1) yQ × yτ mH ≥ 300 GeV ⑧, orange [36]
τν (Run 2) yQ × yτ mH ≥ 400 GeV ⑨, gray [35]

7The CMS result at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV has the deficit in the number
of observed events in large mT region and it results in the
stringent constraint on leptoquark models. However the result in
the low mass region is consistent with their expectation. There-
fore we rescaled the observed constraint in Ref. [34] to obtain the
future sensitivity.
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Therefore it is natural to search the new particles at the
LHC. The previous study found the heavy τν resonance
search at the CMS with 36 fb−1 of the data gives more
stringent constraint for mH ≥ 400 GeV and excludes the
interpretation. On the other hand the experimental data at
Run 2 is not available for mH ≤ 400 GeV because the
search originally looks for the heavy W0 in the sequential
standard model and the hugeW boson BG exists in the light
region. The Run 1 result, however, was already available,
its less stringent constraint was not used in the previous
paper since we wanted to set the bound on the heavier
scenario.
In this work, we focused on the light mass region

180 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 400 GeV and studied the LHC sensi-
tivity for the light charged Higgs interpretation of the RDð�Þ

anomaly. The constraints from the stau search, low mass
flavor inclusive and bottom flavored dijet searches, τν
resonance searches, B meson mixings are derived. It was
found that those constraints are complementary to constrain
the available parameter space. For instance we found the
mH ¼ 325 GeV scenario is nearly covered by combining
constraints. The future sensitivity is also shown and most of
the parameter space for mH ≥ 300 GeV will be covered by
extending the existent searches.
In this work the bb resonance constraint is rescaled to

obtain the bound for the bc resonance by considering the
difference in the tagging efficiencies. The requirement of
the higher QCD jet rejection rate in the bottom tagging
tends to suppress the mistag rate of =c → b. In the coming
high luminosity era, the requirement of high purity in a
bottom tagging would be good to improve the bb resonance
sensitivity. However, it does not always maximize the
sensitivity to the bc resonance as long as the rescaling
procedure is applied. If one requires two b-tagged jets
passing the tight working point the conversion factor is
more than 10 which was estimated to be 2.8 and 3.1 for
Ref. [38] and Ref. [39], and thus the sensitivity to bc
resonances gets worse. The more careful experimental
study for the bc resonance would be interesting.
It is inferred that the requirement of an additional heavy

flavored jet in bc resonance search would improve the
sensitivity to the charged scalar since there is the PDF
enhanced gc → bH− → bb̄c process. An estimation of the
size of QCD jet BG is difficult without the data driven
technique and the experimental analysis is also desired. For
instance Ref. [58] searched for bottom flavored dijet
resonances with additional b-tagged jets, however, they
looked for mbb > Oð1Þ TeV.
It could be important to point out that the bound and

prospect of yQ in Fig. 3 on the left also would have a great
impact on electroweak baryogenesis driven by complex
Yukawa couplings [68] and spontaneous CP violating
potential within a G2HDM [69].
In the light mass region a requirement of an additional

b-tagged jet in τν resonance search can suppress the SM

background (SMBG) and improve the signal sensitivity
which has not been performed in the experiments. From the
result obtained in Refs. [20,70–74], it is possible to infer
that this additional b-tagging technique and selecting
negatively charged τ events are also effective to probe
the lowmass window. Revision of this problem is my future
work [75]. In this work the collider phenomenology of
neutral scalars is not discussed. The single neutral scalar
production gc → tϕ with a subsequent decay of ϕ → ττ̄
would be useful since the SMBG is expected to be not
huge [76].
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APPENDIX A: B MESON MIXINGS

In this Appendix, the H− contribution to BsðdÞ–B̄sðdÞ
mixing is discussed. Tree level neutral scalar contribution is
absent when yQd

¼ 0 is assumed in Eq. (2.5). The 1-loop
H− box contribution to ΔMBs

is given as [20]

ΔMBs

ΔMSM
Bs

¼
����1þ CNP

Bs
ðMWÞ

CSM
Bs

ðMWÞ
����; ðA1Þ

with

CNP
Bs
ðMWÞ ≃

�
αsðMNPÞ
αsðMWÞ

�2
7

CNP
Bs
ðMNPÞ;

CSM
Bs

¼ −2.35
ðVtbV�

tsGFMWÞ2
4π2

; ðA2Þ

CNP
Bs
ðMNPÞ ≃

ðVtbV�
tsÞ2jyQL

j4
128π2m2

H−
G1

�
m2

c

m2
H−

�
;

G1ðxÞ ¼
−1þ x2 − 2x log½x�

ð1 − xÞ3 ðA3Þ

and

Heff ¼ −CBs
ðs̄γμPLbÞðs̄γμPLbÞ: ðA4Þ

Here, the WC C1, is evaluated at the electroweak scale,
and the 1-loop QCD correction from the RG evolution [77]
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is considered. The formula for 1-loop box is taken from
Appendix C of Ref. [20] with replacing ρtc → yQ to change
the notations. We newly consider the RG running effect.
Following Ref. [47] we impose 0.88 < ΔMBs

=ΔMSM
Bs

<
1.10 in the numerical analysis. The corresponding relations
for Bd–B̄d mixing can be obtained by replacing the indices.
The constraint from ΔMBd

is similar to ΔMBs
and is

omitted. It is noted that the leading box contribution is
proportional to jyQj4. ΔMBs

=ΔMBd
is the same as SM and

cannot be helpful to constrain the model.

APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL FIGURES

We show the BRðH− → τν̄Þ and width to mass ratio on
the yQ versus yτ plane in Fig. 5. The blue solid lines express
the BR of τν mode and red dashed lines present the width
to mass ratio. The masses of the final state are neglected
since we focus on the light mass window defined in
Eq. (2.6).
In Fig. 6 the result formH ¼ 200, 275, 350, and 350 GeV

which is not included in Fig. 4 is shown. The color scheme
is the same and readers are referred to Table I.

FIG. 5. The BRðH− → τν̄Þ and width to mass ratio on the yQ
versus yτ plane are shown.

FIG. 6. Flavor and collider constraints on the coupling plane. The mass fixed in each plane is shown in the upper right. The circled
numbers express the relevant observables and processes defined in Table I.
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